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1

Introduction_____________________________________________________

Whitman County 2-Year Status Report for fiscal years (FY) 2017 -2019 is a written report on the
status and accomplishments of the Whitman County Voluntary Stewardship Program (VSP) Work
Plan; this was approved August 2017. The Whitman County VSP Work Group (Work Group) believes
that implementation of the Work Plan is on task and on track to accomplish goals and objectives
that were identified to protect and restore critical areas while maintaining the viability of agriculture
in Whitman County.

1.1

2-Year Status Report Development

This 2-Year Status Report was developed by the Whitman County Conservation Districts (CDs) under
direction of the VSP Work Group. There are stewardship strategies and actions identified in the VSP
Work Plan that have not been fully realized. Actions have only been completed for a few months or
a year and it takes time for trees to grow or actions to realize their full benefit to the resource. To
date, actions implemented with cost-share funding have not been double counted since multiple
funding sources are possible. With that being said, there has been voluntary participation by local
landowners to protect and/or enhance critical areas while maintaining the viability of agriculture.
The 2-Year Status Report will capture stewardship actions identified in the Work Plan that were
completed with cost-share funding and will show benefits not only to critical areas but also
maintaining agricultural viability. The 5 Year Report will use an on-line Action Map to gather selffunded stewardship actions and associated critical area functions and values for enhancement goals.

1.2

Requirements

The 2-Year Status Report includes detailed information intended to fulfill the state requirements
outlined under the Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 36.70A.720(1)(j) and to provide a periodic
evaluation of the effectiveness and accomplishments of Whitman County’s VSP Work Plan in
meeting the purpose and intent of VSP (RCW 36.70A700(2)). This report is prepared for the shared
benefit of Whitman County, the Washington State Conservation Commission (WSCC), partnering
agencies and the public. This report addresses the following VSP requirements:
•

Provide a summary of actions and accomplishments made by the Work Group in meeting the
VSP goals

•

Report on the progress towards meeting the goals identified in the Work Plan as measured in
accordance with the plan

•

Institute adaptive management including assessment of monitoring data and proposed plan
updates

•

Provide a written report of the status of the Work Plan including a statement on
achievement of the Protection and Enhancement Benchmarks specifically
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2 Summary of Actions and Accomplishments______________________
This is a summary of all the voluntary stewardship activities occurring on private lands with costshare from federal or state funding sources. The VSP Work Group, CDs, Natural Resource
Conservation Service (NRCS), Farm Service Agency (FSA), Washington State Department of Fish and
Wildlife (WDFW) and private landowners have completed projects that support VSP implementation
and monitoring. Currently, no new county regulations, plans or programs will be addressed in the 2Year Status Report.

2.1

Outreach

Whitman County outreach consists of a website at www.WhitmanCountyVSP.com that hosts an
Action Map which provides an interactive platform for landowners to showcase their stewardship.
Provided brochures, attended annual meetings and Whitman County VSP presentations at:
McGregor Growers Meetings (2), PNDSA Meeting in Kennewick, Winter Talk Series (2), Palouse and
Palouse Rock-Lake CDs annual meetings, Soil Health Workshop, Whitman County Cattlemen’s and
Wheat Growers meetings with a total of 250 landowners attending. Also, individual landowner
meetings occurred wherein the Action Map was filled out showing voluntary stewardship actions.
Whitman VSP Work Group sent 2 post-card mailings to over 2,700 rural addresses in Whitman
County. Additionally, four months of VSP radio ads on 4 radio stations in Whitman County talking
about VSP and the Action Map. Continued outreach is important, and the Work Group supports ongoing outreach efforts including; attending local annual meetings, events, and giving presentations
on VSP, conducting individual landowner meetings, and writing individual stewardship plans for
whole farm stewardship strategies consistent with Work Plan. Additionally, both NRCS and FSA
have outreach programs. Projects that are consistent with goals and objectives of VSP will be
documented and reported. WDFW has a private working lands and habitat program with outreach
and projects designed to improve habitat for upland game birds and wildlife. NRCS, WDFW and CD
funded projects are included in this report.

2.2

Implementation

Stewardship actions identified in the Work Plan were voluntarily implemented with CDs (152), NRCS
(127) and WDFW (6) stewardship projects since 2016. Whitman County CD’s actions were
completed with cost-share programs and funding from Ecology and WSCC. NRCS program funding
came from the Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP) and the Conservation Stewardship
Program (CSP). Stewardship Actions consisted of upland best management practices and wildlife
projects in Whitman County watersheds. Actions in uplands to reduce sedimentation and restore
upland grass stands through direct seed, precision agriculture, mulching, divided slopes, rangeland
weed spraying and water systems for wildlife & domestic animals. Riparian streambank protection
projects to reduce active streambank erosion and protect sensitive floodplain habitats were
installed. Voluntary incentive programs with diverse funding sources have been used for upland
and riparian habitat restoration and protection, resulting in stewardship activities for critical area
protections and enhancements.
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2.3

Monitoring

The monitoring of diverse critical areas within Whitman County involves a variety of agencies and
organizations. Most of the monitoring completed by CDs consists of before and after pictures and
final reports for funding sources with implementation projects. NRCS and FSA verify practices
implemented with cost-share funding by field inspections to ensure successful completion.
Stewardship data is entered into a management spreadsheet housed with CDs and an Action Map
was developed that captures voluntary stewardship actions that protect and enhance critical areas
identified in the Work Plan. Most of the critical areas are easily seen from county or state roads,
allowing for spot checks and documentation of critical habitat, especially wetlands. This technique
keeps monitoring costs low and reserves funding for projects that protect or enhance critical areas.
Additionally, the Regional Conservation Partnership Program (RCPP) has real-time monitoring that
occurs in a paired watershed study. Kamiache Creek (80% mulch till) and Thorn Creek (80%
conventional farmed) watersheds are being assessed on the effect of mulch tillage versus
conventional tillage and landowners are engaged and interested in results of the paired watershed
study. Currently we are following WSU’s methodology for monitoring the protection and
enhancement of critical area functions and values on agriculture lands using remote sensing
technologies. Voluntary stewardship actions are being collected both from whole farms and also
through cost-share programs with CDs, NRCS/FSA and WDFW. Participation monitoring of
landowners, stewardship activities of BMP’s identified in Work Plan, education and outreach with
tours and individual stewardship checklists as well as effectiveness monitoring were identified to
help gauge VSP success within Whitman County. Tracking of previous and on-going stewardship
actions will be further discussed with an analysis of critical area functions and values in the 5-Year
Report. Aerial imagery and remote sensing will be used in some form with regards to wetlands and
riparian areas documenting any changes in landcover and the amount and type of vegetation
between different years. The 5-Year Report will show the effects of critical areas associated with
stewardship action implementation and associated values and functions ratings.

2.4

Adaptive Management

Currently no updates to the Work Plan are being considered or recommended by the Work Group.

2.5

Reporting

Telling “The Story of Voluntary Stewardship Activities” is important for agriculture and protecting
critical areas on private lands while maintaining the viability of agriculture because Whitman
County’s family owned farms and ranches are a deeply rooted tradition and way of life. Balancing
economic viability and protection of critical environments is imperative for the continued success of
productive land management. Private property rights are very important to landowners; VSP
accommodates this value in allowing confidential reporting and monitoring of voluntary
stewardship actions that maintain agricultural activities and critical areas. Voluntary stewardship
activities provide both protection and restoration for critical areas within Whitman County. The
ability to track, report, and monitor shows stewardship activities are increasing with cost-share and
self-funding through stewardship actions.
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3 Progress Toward the Goals and Objectives____________________
Identifying Stewardship Actions implemented since 2016 provides benefits specific to critical area
objectives in the Work Plan. Additionally, partnerships between CDs, NRCS, FSA, WDFW, &
landowners are important for Whitman County in funding, implementing, tracking, or monitoring
stewardship actions. These all provided valuable stewardship implementation information in table
below.
Table 1 provides a summary of Management Actions with associated stewardship that is either a
Direct (D) or Indirect (I) benefit to the associated Critical Areas. The five Critical Areas: Wetlands
(WET), Fish & Wildlife Habitat (FWH), Critical Aquifer Recharge Area (CARA), Geologically Hazardous
Area (GHA) and Frequently Flooded Area (FFA). Whitman County CDs, NRCS and WDFW
stewardship data was used to prove that 2021 Objectives from the Work Plan are on target or
exceeding goals through voluntary stewardship actions.
Actual acreages enrolled in voluntary conservation cost-share programs does not capture the
acreages or units that are being self-funded. Acreages enrolled in programs are verified through a
cost-share payment associated with completion. We are gathering farm-wide information that will
be presented in the 5-Year Report and showcased below in Section 6. The VSP Action Map
documents the total amount of stewardship actions on a farm-wide scale and cross checked to
ensure acres are not double reported. In the 5-Year Report, the Action Map will be used to show
the full extent of voluntary stewardship that is occurring throughout Whitman County.
Table 1 shows that in almost all areas, Whitman County is Exceeding Goals and/or is On Target for
Management Objectives for 2021 as listed in the Whitman County VSP Work Plan.
Since 2015, the CD’s have worked with 83 different landowners on 152 projects that are identified in
the Work Plan. During the same time the NRCS has worked with approximately 127 similar projects
and WDFW, 6 projects. For the 2-Year Status Report we are not double reporting acres, as some
projects received funding from multiple agencies on the same acreage. Table 1 is a conservative
estimate with acres/feet/number of management actions to ensure that we are only reporting
projects that meet definitions of management actions. With that being said, monitoring is showing
that critical areas within Whitman County are protected by voluntary stewardship actions. Having the
ability to work with more landowners after the 2019 harvest will allow us to gather additional
stewardship information in the Action Map. Landowners understand the value of reporting on all
stewardship activities that protect and restore critical areas. Producers have commented on the
importance of informing the public of stewardship occurring through voluntary actions. VSP is wellreceived within Whitman County and participation is increasing in the Action Map. Partners will
continue to build on this momentum to gain trust and credibility within the VSP program. The 2Year Status Report shows that implementation of stewardship actions through cost-share programs
is exceeding goals for most management actions.
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Table 1
Stewardship actions and progress towards protection and enhancement goals and objectives.
Stewardship Actions

Critical Areas
Effected
(D) = Direct
(I) = Indirect

Num.
of Proj.

Acres/Feet
Number

2021 Objectives from
Work Plan

Progress

Residue and
Tillage

No-Till/Direct Seed/2Pass Systems

(I) – WET, FWH,
GHA

70

28,018.00 ac

7,004 ac (protected)
20,018 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Pest

Pest Management

(I) – WET, FWH,
CARA, GHA

58

15,958.6 ac

3,492 ac (protected)
13,968 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Nutrient

Nutrient Management

(I) – WET, FWH,
CARA

68

27,728.5 ac

6,519 ac (protected)
26,075 ac (enhance)

Exceeded Goals

Prescribed Grazing

(I) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

7

9,033 ac

750 ac (protected)
3,150 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Range Planting

(I) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

3

755.1 ac

100 ac (protected)
2,000 ac (enhanced)

On Target

Watering Facilities

(I) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

15

75

1 facility (protected)
9 facility (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Water Well

(I) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

6

6

1 facility (protected)
9 facility (enhanced)

On Target

Conservation Crop
Rotate

(I) – WET, FWH,
GHA

4

3,472.14 ac

204 ac (protected)
815 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Cover Crop

(I) – WET, FWH,
GHA

6

3,969.1 ac

204 ac (protected)
815 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Conservation Cover

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

9

1,296.11 ac

200 ac (protected)
750 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Critical Area Planting

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

2

9.9 ac

4 ac (protected)
11 ac (enhanced)

On Target

Grassed Waterway

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

14

103,800 ft

750 ft (protected)
1,600 ft (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Herbaceous Weed
Control

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

4

321.94 ac

20 ac (protected)
150 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Tree & Shrub
Establishment

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

17

318.36 ac

4 ac (protected)
11 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Wetland Wildlife
Habitat

(D) - WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

1

2.71

2 ac (protected)
4 ac (enhanced)

On Target

Upland Wildlife

(D) - WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

5

1,10.83 ac

30 ac (protected)
300 ac (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Hedgerow Planting

(D) - WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

1

903 ft

600 ft (protected)
1,200 ft (enhanced)

On Target

Open Channel

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

8

28,270 ft

1,000 ft (protected)
4,200 ft (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Fence

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

35

118,453.1 ft

1,394 ft (protected)
15,249 ft (enhanced

Exceeded Goals

Streambank Protection

(D) – WET, FWH,
GHA, FFA

17

50,861 ft

940 ft (protected)
2,840 ft (enhanced)

Exceeded Goals

Management
Action

Range

Soil

Habitat

Table 1 reflects Table 5-7 Protection Benchmark and Enhancement Goals on page 57 of VSP Work Plan. 2021
Objectives from the Work Plan column were identified to ensure critical areas were protected or enhanced.
Protection ensures an action is maintained while enhancement show progress toward Work Plan goals.
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3.1

Agricultural Viability

Agricultural viability in the county includes regional and individual farm goals. These are defined,
respectively, as the county’s ability to sustain agricultural production over time and an individual
farm’s ability to meet financial obligations and make a profit. Agricultural viability at the regional
level is the support system that helps individual farms succeed. This system also helps to mitigate
potential threats and supports local producers in their operations and ability to take advantage of
business opportunities. As shown below, Table 2 includes specific goals and accomplishments
toward maintaining agricultural viability at the country level.
Table 2
Agricultural Viability – County Level
County Goals

Accomplishments

Maintain stable and secure
agricultural land base

On-going and dependent on local conditions and environment
Alternative energy has become a secondary source of income within county

Maintain infrastructure and
services

CD’s, NRCS, FSA, Wheat Grower’s and Cattlemen’s Associations, etc. are
identifying funding for best management projects or supporting self-funded
actions
Providing infrastructure and services is important and continued funding is
key

Provide support for best
farm management practices

CD’s worked voluntarily with at least 80 landowners on at least 152
Stewardship actions listed in Work Plan

Provide education, training,
and succession planning
Provide a welcoming
business environment
Track market
trends/viability

Hosted annual meetings (4), Presented at grower meetings (6), Fair display
VSP presentation to ~250 landowners, website, newsletters, radio and paper
ads, grower meetings
Support and partnerships on meetings, tours and projects
Local producers support businesses
Occurring at both local universities. Information shared with local producers

At the farm level, agricultural viability rests mostly on the productivity of the land and the ability of
the operator to balance input costs with sales and market pressures. The Work Plan emphasizes
implementing stewardship and conservation measures through a systematic approach that
maximizes the dual benefits of protecting and enhancing critical areas while enhancing agricultural
viability. These systems include a suite of farming practices applied by crop type, that target
multiple agricultural viability concerns; including water, soil health, nutrient, and pest management.
In combination, practices that maximize benefits and synergies through a systematic approach are
expected to have the most benefit for critical areas and agricultural viability. Currently there are no
immediate threats to agricultural viably at the County level though future wind farms and potential
solar farms may compete with agriculture. Table 3 includes specific goals and accomplishments
toward maintaining agricultural viability at the farm level.
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Table 3
Agricultural Viability – Farm Goals
Concept
Reduce inputs

Maintain or
enhance land
production
capacity
Maintain
flexibility to
respond to
market
conditions
Provide
incentives
Farmland
conversion
Provide a “no
surprises”
regulatory
environment
Protect private
property rights
Provide
resiliency to
environmental
variation
Maintain
lifestyle

Detail

Accomplishments and Commonly Implemented Strategies

Energy (power, fuels)

Precision Ag with GPS guidance system for No-Till/Direct Seed

Chemicals

cost-share or self-funding to reduce all 3 input costs

Labor

Variable rates for seed and chemical with less overlap and trips

Soil health

Precision Ag, Mulching & Rangeland weed control

Water systems and
moisture management
Nutrient Management

Cover crops are used with some irrigation and switching from wheel
roll/handlines to pivots
Precision Ag, Soil Testing, Tissue Samples & Grazing Management

New technologies

Presentations at PCD Annual and Grower Group Meetings

Changing land in
production
Individual schedule for
implementing farming
practices

Continued outreach and education, universities have supporting data
There are sub-developments and windmill farms in rural areas

Cropping choices

Alternative crops and markets are growing, on-going

Payment for measures

Strong support with CD’s, NRCS, FSA and funding sources

Tax breaks

On-going

Urban development

On-going outreach and education, with minimal urban development

Maintaining resource
lands

Federal and state land ownership is minimal in Whitman County
Ensure that they are good neighbors and protecting critical areas

Clean Water Act, Clean
Air Act, Endangered
Species Act, and others
County permitting
(drainage and other
requirements)
Recognizing and
respecting rights
Rainfall, temperature,
and other environmental
factors can affect
agricultural production
and activities
Maintain agricultural
way of life

Better understanding of regulatory requirements & building
Partnerships, gaining trust and credibility, but additional work
needed to maintain agriculture while protecting resources

VSP Action Map works with producers on whole farm scale and
stewardship strategies for protecting and/or restoring critical areas.

On-going, work with Whitman County to streamline agriculture
permitting processes as needed
On-going outreach and education needed to gain trust

Environmental data is important for annual variability and
understanding weather
Priority in Whitman County. Providing for opportunity for farms to be
passed to next generation is important.

Another important aspect of agricultural viability is the importance of operating and maintaining
existing stewardship practices and systems to achieve long-term benefits and minimize the
number of practices that are discontinued over time. The continued operation of existing
stewardship practices and systems will be a key component of VSP implementation. Having
secured stable funding sources (esp. VSP) will allow for continued participation in voluntary costshare programs. New technology is another area that can be explored by agricultural producers to
improve the operation of existing conservation practices and systems or establish new ones. As
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described in the Work Plan, stewardship practices have the potential to benefit multiple resources,
including agricultural viability and critical areas. Having the ability to monitor and report on the
function and value associated with critical area enhancement will allow for continued support from
funding sources and also private landowners who are implementing stewardship actions.

4 Assessment, Monitoring and Adaptive Management_________
The Whitman County Work Group manages the Implementation Phase for stewardship actions
identified in the Work Plan. Partner participation and investment in the VSP programs resulted
in increased reporting in the Action Map demonstrating stewardship actions that protect or
enhance critical areas while maintaining agricultural viability.

4.1

Assessment

The Work Plan is on track to meet producer participation goals and benchmarks. In terms of specific
stewardship action, the Work Plan is on track to meet performance objectives. Stewardship actions
have been implemented across all watersheds for most critical areas. Critical Aquifer Recharge
Areas, which consist of 8,072 acres within the County have not benefited directly from current
stewardship action. Our interactive map provides valuable farm-wide information for stewardship
actions identified in the Work Plan. Critical area protection information will be reported at the
watershed scale anomalously by cooperators.

4.2

Monitoring Participation

Private landowner participation within Whitman County has always been very high with Federal
and State funding sources. FSA and NRCS estimate over 65% of the farms within Whitman
County participate in farm programs. The practices funded and implemented since 2016 by
partner agencies that are identified in the Work Plan support this participation information.
There is, however, some discontinuation of CRP due to changes in payments, lower rental rates
and completive sign-ups statewide. Individual cost-share programs for residue and tillage
management and other stewardship actions have little to no discontinuation of practices to
date. The Work Group prioritizes outreach and education which has resulted in VSP being
broadcast on the radio and presented at events throughout Whitman County. Individual
meetings with landowners and numerous outreach activities has increased landowner
participation in both stewardship activities and VSP reporting.
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Table 4
Producer Participation Status
Participation Benchmark

Performance Metric

2-Year Status

Active Participation

VSP Action Map & Program Cost
Share
3 or more tours, 8 or more
meetings, 8 or more articles
On-Going

49 Action Map entries, 285 C-S signups

Meetings, Tours and Social Media
Technical Assistance and Outreach
Provided

4.3

3 watershed tours with landowners, 7
grower meetings, 5 articles, radio ads
CD’s – 83 landowners with 152 projects,
NRCS – 127 projects, WDFW 6 projects

Monitoring Indicators

Specific environmental variables regarding VSP goals and benchmarks identified in the Work Plan
that have been documented during the 2-Year Status Report include Soil Health and Fish and
Wildlife Habitat. Soil Health conservation within the county has been promoted with development
of stewardship plans and tracking of acres of stewardship completed to ensure no net loss of
suitable agricultural soil occurs. Table 1 demonstrates stewardship actions and acres completed
with a comparison to protection and enhancement benchmarks for soil health and fish & wildlife
habitat.
Preserving and enhancing native habitat areas and increasing habitat areas for Fish and Wildlife was
identified as an important goal for VSP. Data on upland wildlife habitat and feet of streambank
protected was included in Table 1.
Table 5 gives an update on the current status of Indicators for Whitman County. Full evaluation of
all monitoring indicators will be completed for the 5-Year Report with functions and values
associated with critical areas. We are confident with current participation and stewardship actions
that we can show soil and habitat functions and values are improving. Future reports will include
information that will track improvements in water quality and hydrology.
Table 5
Indicator Source Summary
Critical Area
Function

Indicator Source (examples)

Data Period

Findings

Water Quality

Category 2 through 5 303(d)
listings; well monitoring data

2017-2019

On Target

Hydrology

Ecology stream flow gauge
monitoring

2017-2019

On Target

Soil

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Natural Resources Inventory
monitoring

2017-2019

On Target

Habitat

Aerial imagery; WDFW Priority
Habitats and Species data;
GIS evaluation; ground
truthing

2017-2019

On Target
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4.4

Adaptive Management

Whitman VSP has increased landowners’ interest and investment in voluntary stewardship. “Telling
the Story” of how voluntary stewardship can and has been protecting and restoring critical areas is
exciting. There are no new challenges to implement stewardship strategies (except for continued
VSP funding) as interest and enthusiasm remains high. Wetland wildlife habitat management is
similar to wetland restoration and we combined them for this report and the 2.71 acres enhanced.
There are numerous protection actions for wetlands and the 5,950 acres identified as wetlands is less
than 1% of the County, but an important percentage of agricultural lands. Outreach and education
as well as monitoring of the 5,950 acres will be used to help protect wetlands.
Stewardship strategies and actions identified in the Work Plan are being implemented and
there is no need to add additional practices. Cost-share programs are very successful with
50% of project costs from funding sources, which helps with the farm economics component
of agriculture viability. Critical area functions and values are being evaluated for the 5 Year
Report with no current issues of concern. Currently no adaptive management measures with
assessment or monitoring are identified.

4.5

Spirit of Cooperation

VSP implementation within Whitman County has brought new funding for outreach, education and
monitoring programs that are identified in Work Plan. With increased funding the Whitman CDs
and Work Group have fostered cooperation and partnerships with Whitman County, landowners,
and WDFW. VSP has helped develop relations with the WA Department of Agriculture and have
benefited from some of the programs that they oversee. With the Resource Conservation
Partnership Program (RCPP) there are 17 different partnerships working on stewardship strategies
and actions for the Palouse watershed. Since the headwaters of the Palouse originate in Idaho they
are working with Idaho and Washington landowners and agencies to protect and enhance habitat
with cost-share funding from federal and state entities. The stewardship projects that are a result
of the RCPP program are documented in Table 1, especially “Residue and Tillage Management” and
“Pest and Nutrient Management” acres. The RCPP is also conducting monitoring in two watersheds
with private landowner participation to: quantify changes to water quality, soil health and habitat
associated with voluntary incentive-based conservation practices.

5 Status of the Whitman County VSP Work Plan__________________
The Whitman County VSP Work Plan is on target to meet the identified measurable benchmarks
in 2021. The 5 Year Report will showcase the outcomes of an intensive effort to reach
landowners and report on whole farm/ranch activities as they related to the Work Plan. Support
for voluntarily reporting and VSP is gaining momentum in Whitman County. We look forward to
continue to showcase all the great stewardship strategies and actions that are occurring. Since
voluntary stewardship actions are occurring both with cost-share funding and self-funded
stewardship strategies, no immediate threats to agricultural viability have been documented.
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5.1

Measurable Benchmarks

Using NRCS and Whitman County CD’s stewardship implementation, table 6 captures data from
2016/2019 acres with an emphasis on progress towards benchmark and restoration goals identified
in Table 1. We will put together information prior to 2011 for the 5-Year Report.
Stewardship practices with specific benchmark goals based on the Conservation Practice Physical
Effect (CPPE) Scores for each practice developed by USDA. Stewardship strategies and actions
identified in the Work Plan and have been identified to benefit specific goals for protecting and/or
enhancing critical areas values and functions. This will be evaluated in the 5-Year Review.
Measuring historic enrollment data for specific stewardship practice to develop an average annual
enrollment, while working with private landowners to get an idea of how many acres are enrolled in
stewardship actions outside of federal and state cost-share programs (what and how much is being
self-funded – or voluntary stewardship occurring with out-of-pocket funding from landowners). Gain
trust and credibility that information shared on stewardship actions and strategies will be reported
on the county or watershed scale and all landowner information will remain private. FSA 2019
Census of Agriculture is not complete but will also be included in 5 Year Report.
Table 6
NRCS and CD’s Stewardship Actions Prior to 2011 and 2016 and 2019 Implementation
Stewardship

2011

2016

2019

NRCS Direct Seeding

Not in Work Plan

14,069 ac

18,292.6 ac

NRCS Nutrient Management

Will Get Info

37,326 ac

39,728.5 ac

NRCS Pest Management

For the 5 Year

34,921 ac

35,958.6 ac

NRCS Fence

Report for all

1,972 ft

12,504.1 ft

NRCS Prescribed Grazing

These Stewardship

9,033 ac

9,033 ac

NRCS Cover Crop

Actions to show

755 ac

2,962.6 ac

CD’s Direct Seeding

Progress from

33,419 ac

47,719 ac

CD’s Nutrient Management

2011 - 2019

27,860 ac

29,604 ac

CD’s Fencing

22,860 ft

105,949 ft

CD’s Riparian Forest Buffer

3,644 ac

3,644 ac

With stewardship actions completed in Table 1 and highlighted actions in Table 6, protection and
enhancement of critical areas is occurring, except Critical Aquifer Recharge Areas (CARA) within
Whitman County. There is 8,072 acres of CARA and to date we have not worked with landowners
who impact any of these acres. In the 5 Year Report we will document critical area functions and
values. Currently VSP seems to balance protection and enhancement goals while maintaining the
viability of agriculture. New outreach tools developed during the biennium included radio ads on
VSP, an interactive Action Map that allows landowners to see the critical area layers on a map and
answer questions on which stewardship strategies and actions being utilized on private property.
This helps VSP succeed in meeting benchmarks and reporting progress, highlighted below in section
6, Voluntary Stewardship Program Success.
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5.2

Highlights

Landowners in Whitman County most commonly implemented stewardship strategies that are
identified in Work Plan that protect or restore critical areas while maintaining the viability of
agriculture, as identified in Table 7. Cost-share with funding source paying at least 50% of the cost
associated with the practice, has encouraged increased adoption of actions. There are numerous
landowners who self-fund similar stewardship and this will be captured in the 5 Year Report using
information gathered from the Action Map.
Table 7
Stewardship Implementation
Conservation Practices

Number of Projects

2011 - 2019 Actions

No-Till/Direct Seed/2-Pass

70

28,018 acres

Nutrient Management

54

27,728 acres

Riparian Fencing

35

118,453 feet

Tree & Shrub Establishment

17

318 acres

Streambank Protection

17

50,816 ft of bank protection

•

Continue implementing Work Plan as approved in 2017

•

No suggested adaptive management measures through the next biennium

6 Voluntary Stewardship Program Successes____________________
Whitman County VSP developed the Action Map to help gather more stewardship information and be
more interactive than the Stewardship Checklist, the initial step for on-farm planning and documenting
self-funded stewardship actions. We are using the interactive map to gather stewardship strategies
and actions from landowners who are interested in filling out the online webform. Stewardship action
questions in the Action Map are directly from the Work Plan page 57, Table 5-7 Protection and
Enhancement Benchmarks.
The Action Map allows landowners to either make their information private or public, designates a
place to describe stewardship strategies, lets landowners upload pictures of their projects, as well as
let Work Group know if they are interested in information on actions currently not occurring on their
farm or ranch. As of August 9, 2019, 49 pins have been placed with 390 stewardship actions from the
Work Plan documented, but only a few actions are feeding into the 2-Year Status Report at this time.
Landowner support for “Telling the Story” of how agriculture can voluntary protect critical areas is
important and gaining traction. See pictures and descriptions below on the Whitman VSP Action Map
photos or go to:
https://Whitmancountyvsp.mapseed.org/8.30/46.38856/-117.55455
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Whitman VSP Action Map (above). Landowners click on SHARE YOUR STEWARDSHIP in the upper left-hand corner. Each Red Pin is an individual landowner form
completed voluntarily. From the Work Plan we have identified the Stewardship Actions that protect or enhance critical areas and when a landowner survey is completed
pins that landowners make public are displayed on the Action Map. Above and to the right is the only information that is displayed when someone clicks on a Red Pin.
Clicking on a Red Pin gives you the list of stewardship actions that are occurring on that operation. The larger Red Pin in the upper middle of the picture and the associated
14 Stewardship Actions that are listed to the right are the only information that shows, no personal landowner information. The Action Map is being used to roll-up actions
occurring on the farm/ranch scale to appropriate watershed analysis unit (WAU), Rock WAU in Pink, Palouse WAU in Yellow and Snake WAU in Blue for the 5 Year Report
of Actions and current function and values for critical areas. The landowner responses then go to the Dashboard which summarizes all the stewardship action information
received by action, watershed, countywide and status for both the protection and enhancement goals. See the Dashboard below for Whitman County.
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The Dashboard shows 49 pins with a total of 390 Stewardship Actions. Whether or not a landowner makes their pin public or not, stewardship actions go to the VSP
Dashboard for staff reporting stewardship by watershed and countywide totals. The cumulative totals by each action is compared to the Protection Benchmark
Objective and Enhancement Objective. and Current Status for 2021 to demonstrate progress. For Residue and Tillage Management, the Action Map total above (51,950)
is more than the 28,018 acres reported in cost-share programs (Table 1). The 2-Year Status Report used watering facilities, water wells and pasture plantings from the
Action Map, other actions were not used until quality checks occur. Cost-share programs from Whitman CDs, NRCS, FSA or WDFW have quality control prior to
incentive payments being completed. Action Map info collected from willing landowners will be used for 5 Year Report after we complete quality controls.
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Conclusions
The Whitman County VSP Work Group believes that Implementation of the Work Plan has been successful
so far, and if Stewardship Strategies and Actions continue on the current trajectory the Work Plan’s goals
and objectives will be implemented throughout the County. With continued progress the Work Group
believes the Work Plans stewardship action goals and objectives will all exceed 2021 Enhancement
Objectives identified in the Work Plan.
• Table 1. Stewardship actions and progress towards goals and objectives on page 5.
o 15 of 20 stewardship actions – exceeding 2021 Objectives from Work Plan as of 8/2019
• Both program cost-share and self-funded stewardship actions are increasing:
o Table 6 on page 11.
o Action Map information on pages 12 – 14.
Continued participation in the Action Map and gathering stewardship actions on the farm or ranch scale
and ground truthing the data for inclusion in the 5 Year Report to show that Voluntary Stewardship can
and has been protecting and enhancing critical areas within private landownership throughout Whitman
County watersheds.
• Action Map information on pages 12 – 14.
• Interactive map for farm-wide stewardship actions information relative to critical areas
Outreach, Implementation, Monitoring, Adaptive Management, Agriculture Viability,
Participation/Coordination and Reporting Measurable Benchmarks is occurring at different levels and will
be pulled together for the 5 Year Report that is due November 30, 2020 to show status related to what is
identified in the Work Plan.
• Radio ads continue through September 2019, fair booth and grower meeting presentations
• One-on-one meetings with producers to complete action map and document self-funded actions
• NRCS and CD cost-share programs will continue and actions documented
• Critical area function and values with regards to action implementation
o Need clear direction from Technical Panel on what monitoring will provide best value
o Challenge using aerial imagery for some functions and values in low rainfall areas, change
will be slow to detect.
• Adaptive Management – none identified at this time.
• Agriculture Viability
o Tracked with cost-share programs in Table 1.
• Participation/Coordination
o Tracked with both cost-share programs and Action Map
o All program funding and partnerships that guide stewardship actions
• Reporting
o 5 Year Report
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